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Chapter 4076 

“How could this happen? How could the Divine Fire Seal be so powerful in your hands?” 

Huo Yuanting’s face was full of disbelief. 

The old sect master also looked at David with a face full of shock and said, “David, 
what’s going on? Is this the flame that erupted from the Divine Fire Seal?” 

“Old sect master, the Divine Fire Seal that you have always regarded as the most 
precious treasure of the sect is actually just an empty shell. There is a seal soul in the 
Divine Fire Seal. The Divine Fire Seal lost the seal soul, so its power has weakened a 
lot.” 

“I accidentally got the seal soul in that magma river, so I can make this Divine Fire Seal 
easily recognize the master, and it can also burst out a more violent flame than before!” 

David followed the old sect master to explain!But 

David didn’t say anything about Hong San! 

“Seal soul? I didn’t expect the Divine Fire Seal to have a seal soul. Even without the 
seal soul, this Divine Fire Seal can be called a divine weapon. Now with the seal soul, 
the power is probably terrifying to the extreme!” 

The old sect master said in shock! 

Huo Yuanting was also shocked when he heard what David said. The Divine Fire Seal 
that he had worked so hard to get turned out to be just an empty shell! 

No wonder when Huo Dong held the Divine Fire Seal, David didn’t seem to be afraid at 
all, and he looked confident! 

It turned out that David had already obtained the seal soul and knew that the Divine Fire 
Seal was just an empty shell! 

At this time, Huo Yuanting wanted to avenge his son, but facing David and the old 
master, he had no chance of winning! 

Huo Yuanting frowned and said nothing. He didn’t know what to do now! 



If he fought hard, the final result would be certain death! 

But if he left, there would be no place for him in Zi Yanmen, and not many disciples of 
his lineage would follow him! 

After all, these people in the Tianren Realm all value their own interests. If Huo 
Yuanting was not the master of the sect, who would follow him if he left Zi Yanmen and 
had no benefits? 

And just as Huo Yuanting was hesitating, he didn’t know …When they were wondering 
what to do, a roar suddenly sounded in the sky! 

Boom! 

A black light shot up into the sky, instantly attracting everyone’s attention! 

In this black light, an old man in a black robe slowly appeared from the void! 

“Killing our Ghost Face Sect elders, and killing Huo Dong, is this bullying our Ghost 
Face Sect that there is no one?” 

The man who came was Wei Tianya, the leader of the Ghost Face Sect. 

Seeing the sudden appearance of the Ghost Face Sect leader, the old sect leader’s 
face became extremely ugly, and even the other disciples of the Purple Flame Sect 
were extremely nervous! 

But Huo Yuanting had an excited look on his face. If the Ghost Face Sect leader came 
out and directly killed David and the old sect leader, then the Purple Flame Sect would 
still be his! 

“David, take the opportunity to take the others away quickly. This guy is the leader of 
the Ghost Face Sect, named Wei Tianya, a master of the third rank of the Mahayana 
realm.” 

“I haven’t seen this guy for decades. I heard that he has been in seclusion. I didn’t 
expect him to come out.” 

The old sect leader said to David with an ugly face! 

He wanted David to take the disciples of Ziyan Sect away, and he tried to hold back Wei 
Tianya! 

The old sect master knew that he was definitely not an opponent, and the final result 
would be death, but it was worth it to save so many people in Ziyan Sect! 



“Old sect master, it’s just a phantom, there’s nothing to be afraid of.” 

“It’s not the real body coming, we don’t need to run!” 

David glanced at Wei Tianya and said lightly! 

The leader of the Ghost Face Sect was just a phantom, and he couldn’t exert the 
strength of the real body! 

“Boy, even if I’m just a phantom, it’s more than enough to kill you!” 

Wei Tianya heard what David said, raised his hand and slapped David! 

The aura of the Mahayana realm burst out instantly, causing many cultivators to change 
their faces! 

Seeing this, the old sect master wanted to resist, but was pulled by David! 
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Chapter 4077 

“Leave it to me…” 

David smiled faintly, and the spiritual energy in his body burst out instantly, and then 
clenched his fist! 

The golden light on his fist flickered, like a dazzling sun! 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

A punch was thrown, and a huge fist shadow went towards Wei Tianya! 

David’s punch actually directly shattered Wei Tianya’s palm! 

Wei Tianya was slightly stunned. After the real fight, he realized that David, a fifth-grade 
cultivator in the Tribulation Realm, was not as powerful as he looked! 

“Boy, you killed Elder Tu and Huo Dong with the strength of the Tribulation Realm. You 
really have some real skills.” 

“But you killed people from my Ghost Face Sect, so you must give me an 
explanation…” 



After Wei Tianya finished speaking, a buzzing sound came from the sky, and then a 
vortex of the void appeared, and soon condensed into a huge ghost face!This 

ghost face is as big as a small mountain, and it keeps twisting. Moreover, the eyes of 
the ghost face seem to have life, constantly staring at David, as if to see through David! 

Under the gaze of these eyes, all the others lowered their heads, as if they had been 
seen through, and there was no secret at all! 

An invisible pressure continued to emanate from the ghost face! 

Every cultivator felt as if mountains and rivers pressed their body, and breathing 
became extremely difficult! 

Some cultivators with low strength have begun to be unable to bear it, and fell to the 
ground with a plop! 

Even Elder Yu and the others had ugly faces and struggled to support! 

The appearance of this ghost face made the entire Ziyan Sect shrouded in pressure! 

That kind of powerful, domineering, and terrifying aura made everyone dare not move at 
all! 

The old sect master’s face was also extremely ugly. 

Everyone’s eyes were full of fear, and no one dared to look up and look directly at the 
ghost face! 

Only David looked up, without a trace of fear in his eyes! 

“Good boy, you are quite courageous…” 

After Wei Tianya finished speaking, a monstrous pressure rushed straight towards 
David! 

Large areas of houses and ground around him could not withstand this pressure and fell 
one after another! 

David’s body stood straight, without a trace of bending, and even his eyes did not 
dodge! 

At the same time, the Divine Fire Seal in David’s hand burst out with waves of flames to 
resist this pressure! 

David has the Divine Fire Seal in his hand, so he is so calm! 



In fact, David has another thing to rely on, that is the Red Cloud Demon Lord! 

If it really comes to a matter of life and death, then he will risk it and let the Red Cloud 
Demon Lord control his body! 

Now that David has the Divine Fire Seal, the residual soul of the Red Cloud Demon 
Lord can appear in this world under the protection of the Divine Fire Seal! 

There is no need to hide in David’s sea of consciousness, and if it is not enough, it can 
only appear in the flame breath of the Divine Fire Seal! 

Otherwise, the residual soul of the Red Cloud Demon Lord will be exposed to this world, 
and I am afraid it will be reduced to ashes! 

In a confined space or in the sea of consciousness, the residual soul of the Red Cloud 
Demon Lord can move! 

Seeing David holding his head high and chest out without any fear, Wei Tianya 
controlled the ghost face to continue to exert pressure! 

Boom! 

David only felt that his breathing began to quicken, his whole body was a little stiff, and 
he felt as if the whole sky was pressing down on him! 

This indescribable force made David’s bones creak, but David still stood! 

David gritted his teeth, his eyes were red, and the tempering of his body was reflected 
at this moment! 

Various spiritual powers in the body were constantly running, and the flame breath in 
the Divine Fire Seal was constantly erupting, resisting this pressure for David! 

“Boy, the flame breath in this Divine Fire Seal can help you practice, don’t waste it here, 
let me go out to help you deal with it.” 

Chiyun Demon Lord followed David and said! 

Chiyun Demon Lord now really wants to leave David’s sea of consciousness and be 
free and easy between the real heaven and earth! 
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Chapter 4078 

“Just show your face, don’t think about running away…” 

David said! 

“I’m running for nothing. Apart from you, a pervert, who else can accommodate me in 
the sea of consciousness?” 

“Besides, I still have to wait for you to help me find the wreckage, I won’t run away!” 

said the Red Cloud Demon Lord! 

“Okay, you fight quickly, this guy is just a shadow projection, and you just have a 
remnant soul left, so it’s fair.” Chen 

Ping said! 

“Damn, you fu**ing compare this garbage with me. Let alone the remnant soul left, even 
if there is only a leg hair left, this old b!tch is not my opponent!” The 

Red Cloud Demon Lord was a little unhappy! 

The leader of the Ghost Face Sect is only the third-grade strength of the Mahayana 
Realm, and David actually compared it with the Red Cloud Demon Lord! 

Of course, the Red Cloud Demon Lord disagreed! 

If the Red Cloud Demon Lord was in a complete state at this time, a single look would 
be enough to turn Wei Tianya into ashes! “ 

Senior, I’m just making an analogy, why are you so impatient?” 

David didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. These guys in the heavens had really weird 
tempers! 

“Let me out quickly, stop wasting time!” said the Red Cloud Demon Lord! “Okay!” David 
nodded, and then the Divine Fire Seal burst out with a visible red flame! The flame 
exploded mid-air, forming a protective shield that enveloped the entire Purple Flame 
Gate! Wei Tianya was also enveloped in it! Wei Tianya was stunned, but then sneered, 

“Boy, are you stupid? If you want to resist my pressure, you have to isolate me from the 
outside.” “Now you’ve directly covered me in, isn’t this making it easier for me to take 
action?” David smiled coldly at Wei Tianya, “Whether I’m stupid or not, you’ll know in a 
moment!” After David finished speaking, he directly posed in a very handsome pose! 



“Come out…” David said, and a black mist appeared above his head, followed by a man 
with disheveled hair. 

The old man slowly appeared! 

However, the old man looked vague, and it was obviously a remnant soul! 

Seeing this, Wei Tianya laughed: “Boy, you use the magic soul in front of me, isn’t this 
showing off your sword in front of Guan Gong?” 

“Don’t you know that our Ghost Face Sect specializes in raising magic souls.” 

“It’s just right, I’ll raise your magic soul and let him use it for me!” 

Wei Tianya was about to die of laughter at this moment! 

“Raise your mother, stupid thing, can you afford me?” 

The Red Cloud Demon Lord was originally very happy to leave David’s sea of 
consciousness and be able to move around in the outside world! 

But this Wei Tianya actually said the words of raising! 

What a joke, can the Heavenly Demon Lord raise it if he wants to? 

Wei Tianya was stunned. He didn’t expect that this demon soul had a bad temper and 
even had his own consciousness! 

Many of the demon souls raised by the Ghost Face Sect do not have independent 
consciousness. It is not easy to control such a demon soul with independent 
consciousness! 

But once this kind of demon soul is controlled, its strength must be strong! 

The old sect master and Huo Yuanting all looked at the Red Cloud Demon Lord at this 
moment! 

They knew that this should be the demon soul in David’s sea of consciousness that 
Elder Tu said before he died! 

It was because of this demon soul that Elder Tu and the disciples of the Ghost Face 
Sect were slaughtered by David! 

“You only have a remnant soul left, and you dare to be so arrogant. When I subdue you, 
you will know how powerful I am.” 



After Wei Tianya finished speaking, the huge ghost face suddenly opened its mouth and 
sucked towards the Red Cloud Demon Lord! 

It’s just a remnant soul, which can be easily sucked into the ghost face! 

“I haven’t played like this for thousands of years. Since you want to play, I will play with 
you!” When the 

Red Cloud Demon Lord saw that Wei Tianya was going to subdue him, he laughed! 

Originally, the Red Cloud Demon Lord could make Wei Tianya’s phantom disappear 
with a breath, but he wanted to play and didn’t want Wei Tianya to disappear so quickly! 

If Wei Tianya disappeared, David would put away the shield supported by the Divine 
Fire Seal, and the Red Cloud Demon Lord would return to David’s sea of 
consciousness! 

 

 


